
LDNIO PR1009 Powerbank 2 USB (white) + MicroUSB Cable Ref: 6933138690338
LDNIO PR1009 Powerbank 2 USB (white) + MicroUSB Cable

LDNIO Powerbank PR1009 2xUSB (white) + micro USB cable 20 cm
Enjoy fast charging. The LDNIO PR1009 powerbank is equipped with two USB output ports. Its capacity is as high as 10,000 mAh. The
product  features  an  elegant  design,  and  its  compact  size  makes  it  easy  to  transport.  A  built-in  smart  chip  and  a  number  of  safety
features guarantee safe use. The kit comes with a 20 cm micro USB cable.
 
Handy and functional
The PR1009 is a handy powerbank that has two USB output ports, allowing it to charge two devices simultaneously. It is distinguished by
a  special  module  that  speeds  up  the  process  of  energy  renewal.  The  smart  chip  adjusts  the  power  to  the  connected  device.  The
powerbank is also equipped with a lithium-polymer battery, whose capacity is as high as 10,000 mAh.
 
Stylish design
LDNIO's  product  is  distinguished  by  its  elegant  design.  Its  classic  white  color  and  minimalism  are  sure  to  delight  most  users.  What's
more, its compact size makes it easy to transport. You can easily take it with you anywhere - even on a plane!
 
Safe use
Charge  your  devices  without  worrying  about  damaging  them.  The  Powerbank  PR1009  guarantees  protection  against  short-circuit,
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overheating, over-discharge, overvoltage, electromagnetic field and overcharging, among others.
 
	Manufacturer
	LDNIO
	Model
	PR1009
	Battery type
	Lithium-polymer
	Battery capacity
	10 000 mAh / 37 Wh
	Input
	DC 5 V / 2 A
	Output 
	DC 5 V / 2.1 A
	Total output power
	2.1 A (max.)
	Dimensions
	14.5 x 7.5 x 1.7 cm
	Color 
	white

Price:

Before: € 12.0048

Now: € 11.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Power Banks, 20000 mAh, &lt;
20000 mAh
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